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Our Light fixtures are pre-wired. The cable you are using

should stick out at least 15“ above the concrete base, in

order to give you enough space to connect the cables

within the poles base.
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*Please have a certified Electrician do the final instalation.

Align the pole and the

base according to their

markings.

Secure the screws tightly.

Bollard installation instructions:

1. All Bollards should be placed on a small
concrete foundation. They use 3 or 4
anchor screws (depending on model),
that are connected at the base of the
bollard.

2. The procedure is similar to the one
described on the left. If you do not install
a light bollard, just leave out step two.
Furthermore, the dimensions for the
foundation should be 10“ in diameter
and 12“ deep.

Mailbox installation instructions:

All Wall-Mailboxes are being mounted on two
screw holes in the back wall. Drill a hole, and
use the supplied screws and anchors.

For Standing Mailboxes please refer
to the instructions on the left. Again,
omitting step two.

How to exchange the light bulbs:

1. Unscrew the top cone.
2. Lift the chimney and
3. crown cover from the
4. connection pin. Pay attention not to

loose the washers.
5. You will now be able to exchange the bulb

by reaching in from the top.
6. Fasten everything tightly again.

Our installation instructions & templates are to be seen as  “non binding” aids

for the setup of our products. Please feel free contact us with any questions.

Please observe the following installation instructions:

1. Create a foundation hole (about 23“ -32“ deep). Use the supplied
cardboard template to find the correct positioning for the anchor screws.

2. Install a hollow tube with the enclosed electricity cable.

3. Cast the foundation.

4. Position four Styrofoam or Wood pieces into the concrete at their
designated places, according to the templates. (Pieces should be
slightly shorter than the actual screws)

5. Remove the Styrofoam or Wood pieces after the concrete has dried.
Pull the cable through the base. Insert the anchor screws into the holes and
install the pole base on top and align the pole vertically. Use fast hardening
concrete to fasten the screws in their base.
*Optional: You may also use the anchor screws directly, instead of the
 Styrofoam, and use the cardboard template to adjust the screws vertically.

6. Cover the screws with the supplied plastic caps.



Wall Mounted Light fixtures:

1. Most of our Wall mounted light fixtures
are mounted on two screw holes located
on top and bottom of the wall plate.

2. The wall plates are large enough to
completely cover your electricity box
in the wall.

3. Drill two holes into your wall and use the
supplied anchors and screws to secure the
fixture tightly.

4. We also recommend using some clear silicone
around the wall plate, to make it 100% watertight.

screw hole

screw hole

What to do if something arrives damaged...

1. Contact us immediately:
All shipments are well packed and sent using insured freight only. Thus, if
something arrives damaged, it probably happened during the shipment. In
that case we ask you to definitely keep all the packing materials, and
contact us immediately. (Damages must be reported within 24hours)

2. Contacting the shipper:
We will then contact the shipper, who may want to inspect the goods
and the packing.

3. Describe the damage:
Instead of exchanging the whole item, we may be able to exchange only
thebroken parts. Thus, please give us a detailed description
(possibly photos) of the damage.

4. Replacements:
In any case, a complete or partial replacement should arrive in less
than six weeks.

114 Bedford Ave. 2R
Brooklyn, NY 11211
Tel/Fax 718-599-5413

Service@Dahlhaus-Lighting.com
www.Dahlhaus-Lighting.com

Maintenance suggestions...

1. Quality Materials = lifelong durability:
All our products are made using the highest quality materials only, and
that in itself guarantees a lifelong durability. Thus, in general, they require
very little maintenance.

2. Color problems:
Color problems, are mostly due to minor damages during installation or
other incidents. In those cases we recommend using some of the supplied
original color, to touch up the damaged areas.

3. Environmental Influences:
Through extensive research, we can say that the colors we use are very
resistance to any influences from the environment. Nevertheless, we
recommend keeping our products clean in a reasonable manor. Please
do not use any chemical cleaners on our products.

4. Parts:
If, for whatever reason, you require any parts or additional color, please
feel free to contact us at your convenience. Each and every part used in
any of our product lines will be available at all times.

We certainly enjoyed working for you, and hope that our products will bring
joy and happiness to your home. Thank you for choosing Dahlhaus Lighting.
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